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Dji tello drone controller

Führe coole Kunststücke aus, nimm kurze Videos mit EZ-Shots auf und lerne alles über das Programmieren mit Drohnen. Bestelle jetzt eine Tleo und erfahre wie viel Spaß man mit einer Drohne haben kann! The picture isn't available for The Color: The image isn't available for The Color: We started
building the most fun drone ever made, and we ended up in Telo: an impressive little drone for kids and adults that's a blast to fly and helps users learn about drones with coding training. Get yourself a Telo to find out how awesome flying can be! Flying Telo couldn't be easier! Just pull out your phone to
fly anytime or anywhere with intuitive controls. Fly with stunning first-person views. Top elements for ensuring fixed flights. The Telo app's friendly user interface is extremely easy. Accurate check for unforgettable experiences. Whether you're in a park, in the office, or hanging out at home, you can always
take off and experience the world from exciting new perspectives. Telo has two antennas that make video transmission extremely stable and a high-capacity battery that offers impressively long flight times. Thanks to all the technology Telo packs, such as a DJI-powered flight controller, you can perform
awesome tricks with a single tap on the screen. The flight has never been so fun and easy! Start flying by just throwing Tello in the air. Drag to the screen to perform cool aerial stunts. Telo flies up and down your hand automatically. Equipped with a high-quality image editor, Telo takes incredible photos
and videos. Even if you don't know how to fly, you can record pro-level videos with ez shots and share them on social media from your smartphone. EZ ShotsRecord coordinated short videos with Circle, 360 and Up &amp; Away.Electronic Image StabilizationCapture resulting in clear images. Intel
ProcessorProfessional processing produces high-quality material.5 MP PhotosAdd great memories with high-resolution images. Telo's lightweight but durable design combined with software and hardware protection make it so you can always fly with confidence. Take off or land with a single tap.
Notifications go out when your battery runs out. Land safely, even if you lose the connection. Smart technology that facilitates accurate hovering. Now available for Telo, Telo Edu is a mobile programming application that supports Scratch. Students can order Tino to perform the corresponding moves by
dragging encoding blocks into the smart device. Students can also develop programming skills by playing games and completing levels.* Discover the fun of programming! *Some of the levels require payment. The game is an essential part of learning, so we made Telo programmable with Scratch, an
MIT-developed coding system that allows children and teenagers to learn the basics of programming while having fun. If you are a more advanced user, you can also deploy software applications for Teller by using Telo SDK. Simple block-based visual programming. Unlock new features through software
development. Create custom Telo accessories. Accessories.
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